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Funeral rites/traditions - Christianity Funeral rites/traditions - Islam 

Last rites are sometimes said by a priest close to death 
Funeral service in a church-close to God 
Candles lit- reminder Jesus is ‘light of the world’ and 
there is a new life in heaven 
Some have Communion/Eucharist-reminder of Jesus’ 
sacrifice 
Readings from Bible-to remind them of eternal life and 
guidance from God.  
Cremation or Burial-depends some allow cremation 
now as soul is thought to be separate from body 
 

Shahadah whispered into ear of dead/dying-
reminder they are returning to the creator 
Body wrapped in white-reminder of purity and 
equality, all are equal before God 
Buried facing Makkah- holy city. Buried as body and 
soul reunited on judgement day. ‘from the earth we 
created you and into it we shall cause you to return.’ 
Graveside- first chapter of Qur’an is read. Women 
don’t attend. Graves are raised slightly=respect. 
Headstones are plain and all the same=equality 

 

Key terms:  

Afterlife 

 

Life after death; the 
belief that existence 
continues after physical 
death 

Environmental 
sustainability

 

Ensuring that the 
demands placed on 
natural resources can be 
met without reducing 
capacity to allow people 
and other species of 
animals, as well as plant 
life, to live well, now and 
in the future 

Euthanasia

 

From the greek, eu 
‘good’ and thanatos 
‘death’. Sometimes 
referred to as ‘mercy 
killing’. The act of killing 
or permitting the death 
of a person who is 
suffering from a serious 
illness 

Evolution

 

The process by which 
different living creatures 
are believed to have 
developed from earlier 
less complex forms 
during the history of the 
earth 

Abortion

 

When a pregnancy id 
ended so that it does 
not result in the birth of 
a child 

Quality of life

 

The extent to which life 
is meaningful and 
pleasurable 

Sanctity of life 

 

The belief that life is 
precious, or sacred. For 
many religious believers, 
only human life hold this 
special status  

Soul 

 

The spiritual aspect of a 
being; that which 
connects someone to 
God. The soul is often 
regarded as non-physical 
and as living on after 
physical death, in an 
afterlife 

 

Stewardship. Christianity: world and everything in it should be respected and protected as part of God’s creation. ‘You made them rulers over the works of your hands.’ Islam: God has 

appointed you khalifah (a trustee to care for the world). You will be judged on your use of animals and the world. Humanists: look after the world for future generations. Reuse, recycle etc 

Abortion  

Uk law- legal before 24 weeks with the 

agreement of two doctors. 

Christianity- some argue we should be 

compassionate and permit abortion if 

the mother’s life is in danger. Others 

Christians say it is a moral evil because 

every life is a gift from God.  

Islam-some accept abortion if the 

mother’s life is in danger, the child 

with be severely disabled and 

ensoulment has not taken place (120 

days). On the Day of Judgement the 

child will have the right to question the 

decision so it is never taken lightly and 

most not be done for fear of poverty as 

you should trust ‘Allah will provide.’ 

Judgement, heaven and hell (Eschatological beliefs) 

Humanists- no part of us lives on. Death is the end (materialism=nothing 

exists apart from matter e.g. no soul). 

Christianity: soul lives on in eternal life (dualism=body and soul are two 

separate things). Soul of the righteous (good) goes to heaven, the sinners to 

hell. Some believe our soul leaves the body and is united with God, other 

believe after death we will have a ‘bodily resurrection’ like Jesus and be 

raised as spiritual bodies.  

Heaven- ‘In my Father’s house are many rooms. If it were not so, would I have 

told you that I go to prepare a place for you?’ Hell- ‘they will be tormented 

day and night for ever and ever’ and ‘there men will weep and gnash their 

teeth.’ 

 

Islam (akirah): God breathes the soul into you. Fitrah is an inbuilt belief in 

God in your soul. The soul waits in barzakh for Judgement day when it will be 

reunited with the body. Israfil will sounds a trumpet to mark the day of 

Judgement. ‘everything they did is written in records.’ Qur’an 

Muslims believe the Mahdi (guided one) will come on the day of Judgement 

and he will rescue the world. Sunnis believe the Mahdi will return with Isa, 

Shi’a believe the Mahdi is the hidden 12th Imam.  

Jannah-heaven is a garden of contentment full of fruits, flowers and fountains 

Jannam-hell is a state of torment and terror where you are separated from 

God. You face boiling water, scorching fore and black smoke.  

‘Every soul will taste death.’ Qur’an 

Euthanasia  

UK law- euthanasia is illegal the UK and considered either 

manslaughter or murder and carries a life in prison penalty.  

Hospices and palliative care offer pain relief and comfort as end 

of life care.  

Christianity- life is sacred so taking life is wrong. Murder is 

against the 10 commandments ‘do not murder.’ Hospices offer 

alternative where care and support can be given. Some liberal 

Christians might allow Euthanasia if it can be proven as the most 

loving thing (although most do not). 

Islam-euthanasia is a sin. Allah will never give you more than 

you can handle and any suffering is part of a test for Judgement 

day.  

Turning off a life support machine if there is no hope of recovery 

is not the same as euthanasia and is permitted by both. 

 

The Origin of the Universe (cosmology). 

Monotheistic religions (religions with one God) like Christianity and Islam believe the world was 

created by an all-powerful (omnipotent) God.   

Literalist Christians believe this happened exactly as the Bible said (in 6 days with the 7th as a day 

of rest). Non-literalist Christians believe the creation story teaches us that God made the world. 

Muslims believe God is the creator and sustainer of all things and that God created the heavens 

and the earth over 6 long periods of time. Some Muslims might accept that animals evolved but 

not humans.  

The Big Bang theory suggests that time and space began around 15 billion years ago. The Big Bang 

theory says the universe began from a ‘singularity’, an infinitely tiny point which was infinitely hot 

and dense and as it expanded sub atomic particles and then atoms began to appear. This led to 

stars and planets being formed. Scientists posited the Big Bang theory based on background 

radiation which they believe is left over from the initial expansion. 

Important people/theorists.  

Stephan Hawking- scientific research established universe is currently 

expanding, contributed to the Big Bang theory.  

William Paley- Suggested the world, like a watch, must have a designer 

since it has such complex patterns and structures it could not have 

occurred by accident.  

Charles Darwin- set out the theory of evolution after seeing how finches (a 

type of bird) had adapted and evolved to have different beaks depending 

on the food available to them, those with mostly cactus fruit had much 

sharper pointed beaks. 

Richard Dawkins- said evolution is the best theory to explain how life came 

to be. He said that the world might seem designed but then we can’t 

explain who designed the designer (God).   


